Pandora, 2010, recycled plastic bottles and containers, photography, 72X47 in, artist as model,
Dominique Paul, 2010

America’s Folly				

				

Dominique Paul, 2015

Currently, the media overloads us with information about various social and environmental issues. Shocking
statistics about wealth inequalities and climate change lose their impact because they saturate our daily
lives. Since 2010, I have made dresses with unusual materials that address some of these issues. By wearing
the theme, the body brings attention to the issues in an unexpected way. Each dress has a specific theme.
One addresses the decline of the animal population data published by the World Wildlife Fund, another
overfishing, and oil dependency by accumulating plastic containers which end up forming plastic continents.
Increasing social inequalities and over consumption of natural resources are two areas which are highly
related, according to a new study commissioned by the NASA Goddard Flight Center (2014). This study
concludes that our civilization may collapse within a few decades due to chronic overuse of land resources,
climate change and rising inequality. According to the International Monetary Fund, rising inequalities is not
conducing to sustainable growth (Lagarde, 2014).
This Summer in New York, I wore the theme dresses in the public space.They have triggered interaction with
the public and have acted as a social interface. I have presented four in a performance at Richard Taittinger
Gallery, NY, on July 8th and six as part of Americas’ Folly performance on August 28th at the Art Museum of
the Americas located across from the Washington Monument. It was the main event of Art After Dark, with
800 people attending. The description of each dress was sung by a Soprano on French Baroque music.
The performances in New York were part of an artist in residence project at Residency Unlimited, Brooklyn,
in collaboration with Casita Maria Center for the Arts, South Bronx, where I had a studio and benefited from
the support of these two organizations. I would like to thank the Conseil des Arts et des Lettres du Québec
and the Conseil des Arts de Longueuil for their support.

Oil Dependency dress, adapted from Pandora 2010, Arsenal, Montreal, 2014, photo credit: Bruno Guérin

Oil Dependency dress, Karyn.-S. Robinson, Americas’ Folly, Washington, credit AMA, Art OAS, 2015
Concept and libretto :
I am wearing what I am consuming
		
I did not know that over time it would become so bulky and heavy
		
I have become a plastic continent

Too-Big-To-Fail, light box skirt, 2014, artist wearing the dress, Times Square, NewYork, 2015

Too-Big-To-Fail dress, left, Debora Alla and The Haves-and-the-Have-Nots dress, Ndeye Mariama Dabo, Arsenal,
Montreal, 2014, photo credit : Bruno Guérin
Too-Big-To-Fail
In New York city the ATMs glow at night. As I was walking it occurred to me that they belong to the top banks
Too-Big-to-Fail of the 2008 bank bailout
On October 28th :
				Wells Fargo & Co. Was bailed for 		
25 billion
				
JP Morgan Chase & Co. for 			
25 billion
				Citigroup Inc. for 				25 billion
				Bank of America for				15 billion
				Morgan Stanley for				10 billion
				
Goldman Sachs Group for			
10 billion, is not on the dress 		
			 							as there is no signage to 		
										photograph on their New
										York building.
Data source: CNN on-line

The Haves-and-the-Have-Nots dress
In the US, the top 1% of the population owns 50% of the assets while 50% of the population owns 0.5%. By
2016, OXFAM predicts that it will be a world wide statistic. The Front and the back of the dress present
these statistics. The front of the skirt is ivory as most of the 1% higher earners is composed of white
people. And the back is black as the majority of 50% of the population earning less are blacks and hispanics.
The social disparity in the USA has increased such that it is now similar to the 1928 level (before the great
depression) (source : Pew Reseach Center).
Why does this matter?
This great disparity concentrates the wealth into a few individuals or families and is creating conditions
where they may influence the state policies thus threatening the conditions for a democracy to exist.
(OXFAM)
Data source: Business Insider G. Luvin 2011, OXFAM 2014 and Building a Better America Harvard February
2011

Back of The Haves-and-the-Have-Nots dress, netting to protect garden from birds and recycling
bins, fabrics and plastic fence structure, 2014, video still of the artist wearing the dress at the Conservatory,
Central Park, located across from East Harlem, a neighborhood where the median household income is in
the category of the lower income owning 0,5%, 2015

Increasing Revenue Gap dress presenting CEO earnings vs the employees average salary
This dress presents the increase of the earning gap between CEO earnings versus the employees average
salary for the 350 largest US corporations from 1965 to 2013.

Artist wearing the Increasing Revenue Gap dress, 2014, at Confucius statue facing the financial district, on
the pedestal is engraved an exerpt of the Ta Tung , a text about the social responsibility of the elite, NY, 2015
The central dark blue bottle bottom represents the average employee’s salary. The other bottles around
represent the CEO earnings (source EPI.org and OECD) :
1965 - ratio is 1:20 (20.1) 			
= 20 bottles bottom Front of the dress
1978 – ratio is 1:30 (29.9) 		
= 30 bottles bottom Back of the short dress
-----------------------------------End of the American Dream era -----------------------------------------1989 - ratio is 1:59 (58.7) 			
= 60 bottles bottom with sleeves
1995 - ratio is 1:123 (122.6) 		
= 123 bottles bottom with first train
2013 - ratio is 1:296 (295.9) 		
= 296 bottles bottom with long train

Increasing Revenue Gap dress, 2014, CEO earnings versus the employees average salary:The
front presents 1965 ratio of CEO earning 20 times the average employee and the back, 2013,
CEO earning 296 times avg employee. Above:125th Street bottle depot, Harlem, NY, 2015, below:
performer Alzbeta Smolova, Americas’ Folly, Washington, credit AMA, Art OAS, 2015

Animal Population Decline dress

In a recent study by the World Wildlife (WWF), over the last 40 years (1970-2010),
the World’s animals population has declined by half. In South America alone, it has
decreased by 84%. I have made the dress with 100 recycled stuffed toys, 84 have been
emptied to symbolize the population decline and 16 are intact, the survivors. The
latter are located on the shoulders and headdress as if climbing to escape to a safer
ground.
Animal Population Decline dress, recycled stuffed toys, artist wearing the dress, South
Bronx, New York, 2015

Animal Population Decline dress, back , recycled stuffed toys, model Brian Rodriguez, student at Casita
Maria Center for the Arts, South Bronx, New York, 2015

Overfishing dress, 2015, fashion magazines, recycled stuffed toys, nets, performer Katy
Johnson, soprano, Americas’ Folly, Washington DC, crédit AMA, Art OAS, 2015. Below,
detail, back of Overfishing dress, 2015
At the current rate of fishing, stocks will be depleted by 2050. Oceans will be deserts.
The dress’ empty baskets symbolize the end of the commercial fishing of the Oceans
Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN

Median Revenue dress, 2015, displays census revenue data where I am walking, Barclay’s Center,
Brooklyn, gentrification area, at the back of the Center are located four different revenue zones, 2015

Median Revenue dress displays US census data of revenue per household where I am walking in New
York, lighting level to scale with revenue level and color code based on the WNYC.org map (above). This
dress is intriguing for the public and encourages interaction (www.dominiquepaul.net).

Median Revenue dress, 2015, displays US census median household revenue data of the area where I
am walking, Irish Hunger Memorial, financial district, Manhattan, a very high revenue zone, 2015

Air Quality Dress Under the Bruckner with Ora and Xul, South Bronx, New York 2017

Wearable Displaying the Air Quality Color Code

The artist carries a portable device which measures the air quality via the small particles in the
air (PM 2.5) and displaying the Air Quality Index color code of the Environmental Protection
Agency (USA). The colors indicate green as « Good », yellow as « Moderate » orange as
« Unhealthy for Sensitive groups », red as « Unhealthy » and purple as « Very Unhealthy ».
The project aims to bring awareness to the link between poor air quality and its impact on
wellbeing. Small particles can get deep into your lungs, and some may even get into your
bloodstream. Exposure to such particles can affect both your lungs and your heart (source:
www.airnow.gov Environmental Protection Agency, US) and children are likely at increased risk.
This wearable art work complements the Median Revenue wearable as lower income areas such
as the South Bronx, NY, often experience poor air quality.

Students at Meyzeek Middle School, Louisville Ky, photo credits IDEASxLab
Video produced by Nexus Media during a South Bronx Unite Walk, 2017
See website www.dominiquepaul.net (under Portfolio & Links)
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